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Reboots and retconning: the ethical implications of “turning” a character gay



Introduction

When it comes to queer characters in media products there have been great improvements

in terms of representation, diversity and portrayal (Staples, 2019). Nonetheless, it was never easy

for the LGBTQ+ community to let their voices be heard and to have the same relevance as any

other character in films, TV series and videogames in a heteronormative society. In fact, if the

United States of America is considered to be one of the main exports for these creative media

outputs (Industry and Analysis Unit, n.d.), its influence in Western societal structures is just as

great since fictitious pieces of media can become proper reflections of society (Chevy, 2020).

That is why, when in 1933 the Hays Code was introduced to provide a guideline of morals to be

respected in the film production industry, chances of LGBTQ+ representation in media seem to

vanish. As a matter of fact, the code argued, in line with the country’s religious beliefs, that

homosexuality should have been labelled as a form of sexual perversion, therefore banned (Stahl,

2020). By doing so, the audiences were fooled by the idea of unbiased representation in media

contents, when in reality only a fraction of individuals could see themselves reflected in them,

disregarding an entire community which kept on becoming more marginalized. Although the

code has now been lifted from the production of American media content, it can be argued that

its effects still have an impact in what is and what is not shown in today’s screens, namely in

regards to the representation and misrepresentation of sexual identities, which is a moral concern

for matters of impartiality towards all (Rachels & Rachels, 2012).

Even though large steps toward inclusion have been made, the rise of queer narratives in

media in the past decades has not been received without its criticism (Staples, 2019). Some of the

most discussed practices adopted in movies and TV series to achieve such inclusiveness have

been retconning and queerbaiting. The latter has mostly been perceived under a negative light

since it hints at homosexual relationship in a humoristic tone between canonically heterosexual

characters. Hence, many viewers have been voicing their concerns on the practice since it

exploits LGBTQ+ narratives in a detrimental way leading to the erasure of queer representation

(Mitchell, 2018). On the other hand, retconning, which stands for retroactive continuity, is the act

of creating media content which alters and re-interprets the events or the backgrounds of

characters in a pre-existing storyline (Milliman, 2019). In the case of LGBTQ+ representation,

this would mean reinventing the story of a character by making changes to their sexuality when

that was already established in previous media. When adopted, this procedure receives mixed



reviews by viewers, which either praise the attempt at achieving inclusiveness or bash it for

disrupting the canonic view on the story and its characters (Milliman, 2019). In this paper, the

practices used in the American media industries to achieve a more LGBT-inclusive roster of

characters in media content are applied to a case study and discussed through the lens of various

ethical perspectives.

Case study: Velma Dinkley

First premiered in 1969, Scooby-Doo, is one of the most prolific and long-lasting

animated franchises produced in the United States (Orr, 2020). Currently owned by Warner

Media, the basic format, of the several iterations of the cartoon, follows four teenagers and their

dog solving paranormal mysteries around the world. The youngest member of the group is Velma

Dinkley, a socially awkward, uber smart and logically driven young girl, often described as the

brain of the team. Throughout the over fifty years of broadcasting, the character was seen paired

with different male romantic interests. Nevertheless, her sexuality has often been described as

ambiguous for various reasons (Chirdo, 2020). For instance, her iconic appearance including her

pixie cut, oversized sweater and thick glasses, together with her reserved but often cheeky

personality, seemed to have sparked quite a lot of speculation due to those features fitting a

stereotypical view on lesbian women in the the years the show started broadcasting (Chirdo,

2020). However, the aforementioned theories were always merely driven by preconceived

notions on how a lesbian woman should look and act like, hence they were discarded and only

remained unfounded suppositions.

That was until the early 2000s, when the franchise saw a radical change with it being

revamped into a new series of live-action movies, and a slew of new TV series which are still

being renewed to this day. The first of the two live-action theatrical films, simply titled

Scooby-Doo, was written by James Gunn and featured a more mature tone with jokes sometimes

targeted at an adult audience, which was something new for the franchise. For this reason, the

movie was highly criticized when it debuted (Coffel, 2020) but, as it often happens, was decades

later praised by some for its casting, its plot and for being an innovative look on the classic

formula of the show (Brehmer, 2016). A similar case was presented in the 2010 reboot series

Scooby-Doo! Mystery Incorporated which was developed by Mitch Watson, Spike Brandt and

Tony Cervone and also featured a darker tone overall, with more developed interpersonal



relationships amongst the main characters and an overarching, more complex storyline. What

brings the two reboots together is that in 2020, their developers officially disclosed through their

social media accounts that in the original scripts, their versions of Velma’s character were meant

to be gay (Chirdo, 2020). Unfortunately, according to Gunn, Warner Bros. watered down his

interpretation of the character, in the 2002 film, by eventually removing any scene that would

hint at Velma’s sexuality, due to one of the first test screenings leaving some parents baffled

(Jokic, 2020). Only a few deleted scenes made the cut in the special features of the DVD version

of the movie which hinted at a possible love interest between Velma and Daphne Blake, the only

other female main character in the group. Nonetheless, even those scenes were reduced to mere

queerbaiting dialogues which left the relationship between the two vague and unclear. At least,

until the confirmation from the writer himself which came only a few weeks after the official

statement of Tony Cervone on his Instagram account validating the hypothesis of his version of

Velma, in the 2010 series, being part of the LGBTQ+ community (Padgett, 2020). In both cases,

the production company was responsible for hindering the creative input of the contents’

supervisors, which created a polarization between the fans of the show as well as the non-regular

audiences. As a matter of fact, some criticized Warner Bros. for not doing enough to support

queer representation in the animated world, which still lacks LGBTQ+ characters (Ostendorf,

204)), while others refused to acknowledge the creator’s statements condemning the retconning

of a character which, some claimed, was never written to be homosexual (Padgett, 2020). The

mixed response to the news of Velma’s sexuality might have been the main reason behind the

2021 announcement of Warner Bros. producing a new spin-off series, called Velma, focused

solely on the young detective (Rude, 2021). This time around, the series is exclusively targeted at

an adult audience and, according to Mindy Kaling, producer of the show, it is set to be centered

around Velma’s sexual awakening (Kaling, 2021). It is with the announcement of the production

of the new show that audiences are in trepidation of details on the future of their beloved

character which could potentially aid settling rumors on her sexuality.

However, the ethics behind the process of creating the series might cause some disputes

amongst different parties. In fact, after having defined the issue at hand, when looking at the core

values of the producers of the show, there could be conflicts of interests. First and foremost, if

we consider their professional values (Peck, 2013), the main goal of the producers is to earn as

much money to recover costs and continue to create more content, while growing as one of the



largest companies in the market. Hence, one could argue that receiving a positive response from

the audiences is not their main goal. Nonetheless, without them, the show would not gain

popularity, especially since Velma is set to premiere on the HBO Max streaming platform (Rude,

2021), where the amount of viewers is monitored and it has a great impact on the success of the

series (Alexander, 2020). For this reason, the professional values, if not taken into consideration

together with the loyalties to the fans (Peck, 2013), could end up being detrimental to the

company itself. Unfortunately, it is within the loyalties of the company that lie some important

ethical issues. Firstly, as mentioned earlier, the fandom of the franchise appears split between

people that are ready to welcome Velma as part of the LGBTQ+ community and others who

would willingly sabotage the new show by not watching it and deny it being canonically part of

the franchise (Padgett, 2021). Although, Velma’s homosexuality in the new show is not yet

confirmed, other than it being speculated, Warner Bros. seems to have responded to such division

by making an animated series which is mainly targeted for adults. By doing so, the LGBTQ+

component of the series would not be under fire by parental conservative associations that have

fought against the display of queer characters in animation for children (Ostendorf, 2014).

Moreover, as a fifty years-old franchise, such choice would also be more friendly towards older

fans of the classic show who are now adults and are willing to watch a more mature series.

Nevertheless, some people might argue that as a classic animated show targeted to children, such

change of rating would disrupt the true essence of the character. Essentially, it is not an easy task

for Warner Bros. to please every type of audience but it is in their best interest to try to do so

with Velma. In addition to the fandom, the producers and writers of the show are also obliged to

cater in the best way possible to the LGBTQ+ watchers who would most likely not settle for

mere queerbaiting and expect nothing less than correct and genuine representation (Mitchell,

2018). Finally, instead of watering down the scripts of the show’s writers, the company should

not fail to meet the support towards their freedom of creativity and expression and should not

break their trust or they would end up being held accountable similar to how James Gunn and

Tony Cervone did in the past. Overall, with the premiere of Velma, Warner Bros. faces the ethical

dilemma on how to effectively represent and respect the image of an iconic character within a

marginalized community while still catering to different types of audience.



Applying ethical perspectives

In order to successfully deliver a product, Warner Bros. should thoughtfully consult

various philosophical points of view, before making any decision. In fact, for each philosopher

putting themself in the shoes of the show’s producers, a different outcome would come out. If we

take into consideration Hobbes’ social contract theory, for instance, we would have to put the

production company on the same level as others, such as Walt Disney and Universal Pictures,

and all of them would have to follow the same rules and obey to the regulation of the same

higher power, described by Hobbes as the mythological figure of the Leviathan (Rachels &

Rachels, 2012). For instance, we could consider the TV providers, which own and request the

rights of distribution of the content, as the higher power to look up to and which decides whether

to acquire the content or not, based on what its audience might think of the content they

broadcast. Nevertheless, in this particular case, the series is premiering on a streaming service

which is part of the same conglomerate as Warner Media, hence they are not obliged to follow

the regulations of TV distributors and are more keen on leaving more space for creativity and

freedom to their writers. For this reason, by building upon their own empire, the conglomerates

themselves are the ones being in a competition with each other and should be seen as equals,

whilst the only higher power to cater to is the audience. In fact, without the audience’s approval,

Warner Media could easily create whatever they want without facing any sort of financial or

moral consequence, leaving its content to a state of anarchy or nature, as described by Hobbes

(Rachels & Rachels, 2012), which would end self-destructing the company. On the contrary,

Warner Bros. should be listening to the viewers now more than ever by implementing streaming

services’ algorithms for their recommendation system, together with the power of social media,

where average audiences gather to form communities to praise or criticize content. As a matter of

fact, if we were to apply the same theory to the writers of the show’s, their input will most

definitely be limited to what Warner Media requests and orders. Therefore, without

acknowledging what the audiences want first, Warner Media should not make decisions that

would allow writers to put at risk their brand. Overall, this theory puts the audience’s needs and

wants in foreground which can either be helpful for the LGBTQ+ community or detrimental, in

case Warner Media decides to follow the majority of comments from more conservative

audiences.



Undoubtedly, representation of marginalized minorities is a matter of relevance and

importance in today’s society. Another perspective that would help Warner Bros. shed a light, not

just on the idea of representing a community or not, but also on how to do so, could be Rawls’

veil of ignorance (1999). If the company were to apply Rawls’ theory to the production of their

new show, their first step would be that of stripping themselves out of their knowledge of being

an influential company and that their content could provoke reactions in other people. On the

contrary, they should deem themselves as equal as everyone else, unaware of their own sexuality,

gender or anything else other than being aware that other people possess the same rational and

moral mind (Rawls, 1999). By doing so, if they were to be proposed to create a show on

exploring the sexuality of a character, they would first have to think whether or not should it be

an ethical dilemma that of portraying a gay character in an animated media piece. But more

importantly, they would think that different sexual orientations should not be a reason of division

since everyone should be seen as equal. Even though this theory would help Warner Bros.

produce content without having to be pressured by conservative views, it would still not

guarantee that they would choose to accept the proposal of the script. Nonetheless, what this

theory would prove successful in doing is, if applied to the writers of the show, to not let them

use practices of queerbaiting since they would have to question themselves on why only hinting

at same-sex relationships is more just than portraying a fully fledged coming of age story.

Furthermore, if the last ethical perspectives did not guarantee the exploration of Velma’s

sexuality, Virginia Held’s ethics of care could be the answer to Warner Bros. tackling such a

dilemma and any criticism that would come from the decision they would make. As a matter of

fact, the production company could be criticized by Held as a profit-based, impartial industry

focused on individuality rather than prioritizing empathy, compassion and feminist approaches

(Rachels & Rachels, 2012). By doing so, the company should not feel obligated to cater to a

community just to satisfy their need for representation, rather it should be understanding towards

its conditions of marginalizations and empathize by increasing the quality and quantity of its

portrayal in their own media products. However, by doing so, the company should still be aware

they will not be able to balance their diverse audience in the same way they would have with a

more impartial perspective. For this reason, it can be argued that the ethics of care should be

applied alongside other theories, rather than it being completely discarded (Rachels & Rachels,

2012).



Conclusion

Overall, I believe Warner Bros. should reshape their production strategies and allow for

more creative input from their writers in order to be more inclusive for the LGBTQ+ community.

In order to do so, there should be a radical change in the company in terms of creating content

that could be aided by the theory of the veil of ignorance. As a consequence, the company would

allow itself more room for error but it would also lead them to take big steps in such a

competitive industry. In the event of Velma being explicitly gay in the new series, in fact, Warner

Bros. could be just as heavily criticized as it would be deemed as one of the pioneers in the

media industry for taking a stand for the fight against LGBTQ+ alienation from animated media.

However, I believe that by targeting adults would lead to less criticism, hence settling for a safe

spot. Nevertheless, it is important for a big company to dare to cross boundaries that have not

been crossed yet and skillfully applying the ethics of care as a public response to the criticism

received, in case they decide to make Velma part of the LGBTQ+ community, could earn them

admiration and support.
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